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“We’ve included a number of key gameplay innovations, including full player running animations, more detailed ball physics, and enhanced off-the-ball intelligence,” said Michael Weafer, EA SPORTS Lead Designer. “FIFA 22 will offer deeper gameplay depth than ever before, taking players deeper into the game than
ever before.” EA SPORTS FIFA 22 focuses on the core gameplay at the heart of the game, with a new gameplay engine, new depth of gameplay controls, and a new speed at which players move. Key new features of the gameplay engine and player animations: State-of-the-art Physics and AI engine: In FIFA 22,

gameplay engine is powered by new physics technology. The engine has been re-architected to harness the performance of leading PCs, and to bring cutting-edge gameplay to fans across a range of platforms. Play FIFA 22 on a powerful PC, and you will see and feel the influence of the new physics engine on the
visual and gameplay depth of FIFA 22. FIFA 22 engine provides both a higher level of control and responsiveness through the use of new physics technology. Players run faster and more realistically, completing a large number of objectives, such as passing through players, head-on passing, off-the-ball movement,
and tackles. Play FIFA 22 on a powerful PC, and you will see and feel the influence of the new physics engine on the visual and gameplay depth of FIFA 22. AI is better than ever before: FIFA 22 brings a new AI engine to the forefront of the franchise. The AI engine now balances the needs of both a player and a club,
delivering a more dynamic and realistic experience. New technical features have been introduced to improve artificial intelligence, and to ensure the game runs smoothly on all platforms. The new AI engine uses a set of new behaviors to improve responsiveness and adapt to new situations. Referees and opponents

will now make decisions based on data from the player's recent actions. A detailed set of tactics and plays will be used by opponents to defend and attack, based on their analyzed performances and the way the player has played in the past. Increased Player Control: FIFA 22 puts greater control of player actions
directly into the hands of the players, for an authentic and immersive football experience. Players now have a set of realistic animations for key actions including shooting, shooting
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Features Key:

UEFA Champions League
Player Impact Engine for an authentic Physics system
Real Player Energy - affect player stamina, physical ability and skills in real-life impact
Improvements to tackling, headers, goal kicks, and airborne abilities
Create and customize your player from over 600 new player appearances.

Over 600 new direct football faces
2 to 4-star players with unique appearances

Michelin Player Index - Show off your poise in the heat of the moment with strength, agility and speed ratings for every player, regardless of position.
Moving scoreboard - Keep track of everything going on in the heat of the action Bears your FIFA experience right into your calendar. Share a quick reminder if you need to handle an injury or recovery. Make the most of your experience with a shared calendar. Have your colleagues challenge
you. You can block off some time to do special activities with friends or family.FIFA 22 will be available in the UK from the 16 August and bundle releases are available at uk.playstation.com.
Tap-to-pass 
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EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to the real thing with fundamental gameplay advances and a new season of innovation across every mode. The world's biggest game of skill, strategy and power: FIFA Discover the creative freedom to play the game in many new ways, with new styles of play,
formations and tactics from the very best players in the world. Powered by Football: FIFA’s most complete football engine For the first time FIFA features a fully realised and authentically recreated authentic 11-a-side game engine with all-new gameplay systems that deliver the speed, creativity and intensity
of real football. Complete coaching: Become your own manager with unique attributes and an expanded coaching tree, including the ability to train your players and staff to create a more balanced and well-rounded team. You start your career at the grassroots, signing as an unknown talent, all the way up to
becoming the world's best. Whatever the path, your talent is your only limit and your journey is entirely up to you. The world's best: In FIFA, play with the world's greatest athletes and teams. During the 2014/15 season, FIFA will be played by the world's best teams and the best players, with the 1,000 best
players in the world eligible to play in the game. Experience the future of football: Building the best football game ever. With FIFA, EA SPORTS will enhance the most authentic, intuitive, and fluid football gameplay ever. FIFA’s engine, FIFA Ultimate Team, is the biggest in the world and delivers a rich game
experience with content updates every season. Madden NFL 2K18 Get ready to play for one of the biggest sporting events in the world when Madden NFL 2K18 drops on Oct. 2. Madden NFL 2K18 delivers a new and improved Franchise mode that is set to take the football experience to a whole new level.
Ramp up your Quarterback and get ready to play your way to a Super Bowl Championship. WWE 2K18 Step into the squared circle as WWE 2K18 gives you total control of your virtual Superstar on Oct. 30. Rookies and legends alike in WWE 2K18 will drop jaws with new and improved presentation, gameplay
and the best roster to date. Madden NFL 17 Get the EA SPORTS FIFA 17 Pre-Order Bonus bc9d6d6daa
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Bring your friends into the game and build your dream squad by combining players from all-time greats and current stars on FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT). With the ability to create legendary players from real-world legends or use 365-day randomized Create-a-Player, your squad will be ready for the real-world and the
virtual worlds. Ultimate Team Match – Organize a tournament and battle it out against up to eight friends in the ultimate online multiplayer tournament. Compete in Leagues where you can compete against your favorite team for glory and rewards, win cups and set yourself up for the ultimate in one-on-one
competition. Club World – Take the reins of a new club in the UEFA Champions League. Build your squad and train your players, providing everything they need to succeed in a Club World Cup contest. Collect & Play – Build your dream team with over 10,000 premium players, over 10,000 FUT packs, and over 1,000
goal celebrations from around the world. Unlock them all as you climb the card collection and unlock new ways to play with your characters and items. EXPANSIONS IN FIFA 22 Become a Legend – Take a journey through legendary football stadiums as you experience a truly immersive the world of football. Discover
the stadium for yourself in the new story-driven FIFA Manager app, where you’ll discover new playable locations, unlock new players and items, win trophies and awards, and feel the real joy and rush of becoming a legend. Ultimate Team Legends – Enjoy new ways to play as legendary characters, including Lionel
Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo and other new Legendary players. FIFA Keeper – Enjoy new ways to play as FIFA Ultimate Team and head to new venues including the UEFA Champions League Stadiums, Barclay’s Premier League Stadiums, and many more. FIFA FUT 22 and FIFA FUT 22 Ultimate Team are available on Xbox
One and Microsoft Windows. Enjoy more details on FIFA Ultimate Team here. HIGHLIGHTS The all-new UEFA Champions League returns, bringing the energy and drama of Europe’s premier club competition to the pitch. Experience the real drama of UEFA Champions League for the first time as you manage your club
from the dugout and be among the first to witness the thrill of the elite competition. Be a coach and manage a club through a series of knockout matches to claim its place in the UEFA Champions League final. Compete for the greatest
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What's new:

The latest features give players the power to be anything they want in a mobile game. As well as all of your licensed football superstars you can now play as in-game characters like Paul Pogba,
Eden Hazard, David Alaba, Neymar, Luka Modric and countless others.
FIFA 22 brings you back to the Club World Cup, where teams from the top leagues from across the globe battle it out with a new visual set for each team, not to mention new gameplay features
and the game’s most expanded kits, players and stadiums.
UEFA Champions League and more.
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Experience the ultimate soccer game. FIFA is the official videogame of the FIFA franchise. Play the game in new ways with innovations like Ultimate Team, and a newly connected FIFA, where your competitions become friends. For the first time ever in FIFA, you have the ability to connect your game with your friends
and the community in-game, making it the most social videogame ever. The new Fast Forwards feature speeds up the gameplay and lets you take control of the match. On top of all that, FIFA is coming back to its roots with new modes and design changes to core gameplay. Play your way or play against the world in
Ultimate Team Mode, challenge your friends with the new My Club Mode and compete in the ultimate online battles in Online Seasons. FIFA is more connected than ever with My Career mode and Journey Mode giving you the chance to step into the shoes of the real players in a fully connected FIFA. You'll notice a
deeper experience in every aspect of the game, including over 50 legendary players and 20 legendary managers as well as all-new presentation and game play modes like Ultimate Team, Customisation and My Career. Key Features Genuine Player Ball Physics Our in-house physics team has implemented the
physical integrity of a real soccer ball into the game. Feel what it's like to hold the ball, use it in every part of the pitch and experience the thrill of controlling its movement. New International Team Experience the game through a new player's eyes. Introducing the Zora player, a new character who uses the ball like
no one else. Refined Passing, Movement and Shooting New passing animations offer new ways to control your team. The accuracy of passing and shooting has been improved and goalkeepers' hands will stay in position during blocked shots. Enhanced Tactical Maneuvers Defend your defence from counter-attacks
with trickery and surprise, make your run into the box before your opponent does and put away your shots before they have a chance to reach goal. Organise your team and strategy in Ultimate Team Unlock players, formations and kits from around the world and build the ultimate team with friends. New features
and improvements to gameplay The new ball physics mean that players will now feel the weight of the ball and be able to score goals with shots not possible in previous FIFA titles. An improved goalkeeper AI with more
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